Present: Alena Johnson, Melissia Schmidt, George Vanderzwaag, Linda Dudman, Melissa Kelley, Monica Smalls, Matt Burns, Morgan Levy, Laurel Contomanolis

General Discussion:

- pushback on some of the new alcohol policies,
- Morgan addressed all Presidents council discussing new policies and clarifying what has actually taken place
- Morgan will be talking with pan hell about their situation (mixers); sororities are taking more of the initiative to be responsible about their co-sponsored events

To do: Social Host Training (PP slides are reviewed and discussed)

- discussion about new things added to the training and other changes to the social host training
- have a separate slide discussing catered events
- Add: section about consequences and how social hosts and sponsoring organization are responsible for everyone’s safety and if you aren’t being responsible that significant consequences will take place against you and your organization
- Add: social hosts must be member of the sponsoring organization
- New judicial flow chart: does this really help their training? No, take this slide off

Questions that came up:

Should we be encouraging a caterer for events? Yes b/c then a 3rd party would be responsible for checking and serving alcohol; we may want to encourage this

How can we get those groups readily involved in events to be more involved in this process?

- To have more student/ group input we should have FPC and panhell get together to help with changes and see if they would be willing to help with trainings
- At certain points have members of the student body come to the committee and talk about what it’s really like and give their viewpoint (have representatives of different groups address the committee)
- Have a focus group of people who actually use the service discuss it- Melissa will start off on this
**Overall discussion about social host training:**

-social host trainers are so far removed that they aren’t seen as students but as people on the other side (administration); should the social host trainers be members of the groups that actually hold events? Yes

-more training for fraternity men (they want this) to help deal with problems that arise- need to connect with Bob Bennett- this is pertaining to how to deal with stressful situations until security arrives to assist

-should we say that once every x months have a social host training session with the possibility of having a specialized training at another time- have security also present to give a portion of the training as well

--Trainings are now offered on Tuesdays from 8-9, Thursday s from 7-9 and Saturdays from 2-4; all groups must still register with UHS

-consensus among group is that having students train isn’t as good and that having professional staff members also involved in the training is something that is necessary to make sure there is consistency

-In January 2010 we should start the new social host training process but still use the current social hosts to assist in presentations

To Do at a later time: This group should look at the 2nd chance option and the way it’s being used today as opposed to what it was intended to be used for